A: What is ___________ used for?
B: ____________________________________________________________________________

A: How can you use ___________?
B: ____________________________________________________________________________

A: What do you use ___________ for?
B: ____________________________________________________________________________

A: What is it used for?
B: ____________________________________________________________________________
What's it used for?

1. Amazon Echo
   - Listen to music

2. Drone
   - Can see things/take photos from up high the sky.

3. ATM
   - To get money.

4. Barcode reader
   - For shopping
   - For scanning the price.

5. Smartphone
   - Can play games online.

6. Car parking sensors
   - It's easy to park.

7. Motion detector
   - Can protect your shop or house
   - Can carry your bags stops people stealing

8. Diagnostic software
   - Search for data/information about patients treatments etc.

9. Robot shopping assistant
   - Can carry your bags stops people stealing

10. Video doorbell
    - Protect your house

11. Automated coffee maker
    - Can make coffee quickly at hand

12. Smart watch
    - Use many apps

13. Smart fridge
    - Easy to see food in